Terms of Service
§ 1. Inappropriate names are forbidden
All kinds of inappropriate names are not allowed (character name, pet name
etc.). For more information about what is inappropriate, you can look into the
rules 3. & 4.
§ 2. Negative behavior is not allowed
Not only insulting others, but also things like mobbing, threatening, (sexual)
harassment, trolling, provocation, defamation etc. is forbidden.

§ 3. Racist, pornographic, illegal or violence -glorifying content is forbidden
All content (names, pictures, gu ild icons, etc.) of that kind is not allowed.
§ 4. Unauthorized assumption of authority is not allowed.
Please keep in mind to always make clear, that you are not an official team
member, if you aren't.
§ 5. The use of bugs or additional programs is forbidden.
The use of bugs, additional programs (hacks, bots,macro's etc.) or other ways
to manipulate the software for a positive / negative effect for you or another
user is forbidden. It is also forbidden to enter the server with a virtual
machine!
§ 6. Advertisement of other games is not allowed.
It is not important how exactly the advertisement has been done.

§ 7. Trading Angel2 stuff (accounts, yang, items, etc.) for real money is not
allowed.
Trading accounts, items, yang, services etc. for real money or for other
currencies, which are not provided by Angel2 itself, is not allowed. Also it is
not allowed to trade a Angel2-Account against anything!
§ 8. The law in force has to be followed up.
That means, that things like scamming other people or even to try it is
forbidden as well.

§ 9. Always follow up the orders of the official Angel2 staff.
Therefore, you are also obliged to answer the Angel2 staff. Part of the staff is
the following ranks:
TGM, GM, GA, ADM, TM

§ 10. Reaching blocked Ground is forbidden
Gaining access to blocked or not yet unlocked Ground by using bugs, tricks or
third-party-programs is forbidden and can be sanctioned with a permanent ban
§ 11. The responsibility of your account is yours alone, Angel2 will not take
charge of stealing items/yang/account…

The rules can be changed without notice !

Have fun!!

